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TecAlliance Russia
cooperates with Exist.ru,
one of Russia’s biggest marketplaces
offered shorter delivery times and better

TecAlliance is proud to announce that Exist.ru
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work with TecAlliance because it could resolve
these issues. The use of TecDoc Data is expect-

Exist.ru’s history in the CIS market

ed to have a significant impact on Exist.ru’s
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business, increasing customer satisfaction due
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customer service.
The IT company A+A Exist-info LLC was
the sale of automotive spare parts online, furregistered as a brand and domain; the company became one of the first online shops in
the Russian Internet, “Runet”.
Exist.ru's focus has been on providing
customers with a wide range of replacement
parts for cars and simplifying and accelerating
the purchasing process. According to the
Russian Forbes in 2016, Exist.ru is among the
five strongest Runet companies. It is expected
to become the largest Russian marketplace; in
April 2019 it had 350 offices and sales outlets
in 243 cities in 82 of the 85 regions of Russia.
We look forward to continuing our cooperation with Exist!

